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Theories of shadowing and specification, originating with the works of Anosov and Bowen

have been developing parallel with the theory of hyperbolic systems. In some crude sense, one

may say that these notions are similar. The common goal is to find a true trajectory near an

approximate one, but they differ in understanding what constitutes the approximate trajectory.

In shadowing one traces a pseudo-orbit, while in specification arbitrarily assembled finite pieces

of orbits are supposed to be followed by a true orbit. A template definition for any generalization

of shadowing (or specification) might be: for every epsilon there is a delta such that every

approximate orbit resembling a true trajectory with an error not greater than delta, can be traced

epsilon close by a true one. That template was a base for the subsequent generalizations of both

notions.

Blank ([1, 2]) introduced the notion of average pseudo-orbits and he proved that for a certain

kind of perturbed hyperbolic systems have the average shadowing property. Average pseudo-

orbits arise naturally in the realizations of independent Gaussian random perturbations with

zero mean of hyperbolic systems and in the investigations of the most probable orbits of the

dynamical system with general Markov perturbations. Recently, Climenhaga and Thompson

([3, 4]) examined some properties of systems with the almost specification property, which

generalizes the notion of specification.

It follows form our work that these generalizations are related much closer than the original no-

tions. During my talk I shall discuss recurrence properties of systems with the average shadow-

ing property and/or almost specification property. It turns out that almost specification implies

average shadowing. Moreover, every dynamical system with the average shadowing property

and full invariant measure is topologically weakly mixing. I will present the method of ob-

taining examples which show that without the assumption on the support of invariant measure,

there is no recurrence property that is implied by the almost specification or (average) asymp-

totic shadowing. I will also discuss our result showing that a system f : X 7→ X has the average

shadowing property provided f restricted to its measure center has that property.
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